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By Melvyn Ciment** and Stephen H. Leventhal*** Abstract. In a previous paper a fourth order compact implicit scheme was presented for the second order wave equation.
A very efficient factorization technique was developed when only second order terms were present. In this note we implement the operator compact implicit spatial discretization method for the second order wave equation when first order terms are present. The resulting algorithm is completely analogous to the compact implicit algorithm when lower order terms were not present.
For this more general operator compact implicit spatial approximation the same factorization as in our previous paper is developed.
Introduction. In a previous paper [1] a factorization technique which utilized compact implicit spatial and temporal approximations to the second order wave equation was developed. The method proceeded by separately implementing the so-called compact implicit fourth order approximations for each of the individual derivative terms. Notwithstanding the implicit nature of the basic approximation involved, a factorization technique was described which allowed one to resolve higher space dimension problems by requiring merely the solution of tridiagonal equations. In Section VI of [1] we observed a peculiar aspect of our factorization approach. The same approach required twice as much work when mixed order (first and second) spatial derivative terms were present. Upon further examination of this approach it became apparent that the problem was numerically improperly posed in requiring too much additional data to complete the factorization.
In this note, we observe that by changing the underlying spatial approximation when lower order terms are present it is possible to obtain an algorithm which completely resembles our algorithm for the case when no lower order terms are present. In a future paper [2] the operator compact implicit method is developed, in much the same way as here, for parabolic problems.
Spatial Discretizations. The classical finite-difference approach for solving two point boundary value problems of the form
with h(0), «(1) given is to separately substitute standard approximations for the first and second derivatives in (2.1) and then solve the resulting system of equations.
Accordingly, the fourth order compact implicit scheme applied to the solution of (2.1), requires that one solve
The notation here picks up from the notation of [1] . References to an equation in [1] will be superscripted with an asterisk. The appearance of two implicit matrices Qxx ,R~X (see (2.2)*, (6.2)*) "trapped inside the a-, b," creates problems in trying to solve the resulting linear system of equations. Several people have tried block methods when these basic terms appear in problems [3] . A suitable tridiagonal relationship however can be obtained by merely abandoning attempts to represent the separate derivative terms. The approach we adopt is to represent £({/.
•) on three adjacent points up to highest order accuracy possible in relation to U, on the same three points.
A Taylor series analysis shows that for /-(«) on a uniform grid fourth order accuracy can be obtained by (2.3a) q+Liu)j+, + qfUu), + qjW),., = '' "l+1 + '$' + '' "'"' , G"mx may then be redefined on y = constant boundary lines as Glmx = 2G»m -Glmx + (^-h£j82tUlm before implementing the first step of the algorithm.
3. A Fourier stability analysis of (3.3) reveals, by a perturbation argument, that so long as r ~ ft ~ k that again for C = max(a, b) and y/CX < y/3 -1 the amplification factors p satisfy |p| < 1 + Oik) and so the scheme is stable in the sense of von Neumann.
Numerical Example. In this section a numerical example is presented demonstrating the accuracy, effectiveness and the stability of the method. ut(x, y, 0) = (x + 1)0 + Oefr+lXy+O, u(x, y, t)\ia = e(*+DO-+i)('+i).
The exact solution is u(x,y, r) = e<*+O0'+ D(f+O The method was run for a sequence of spatial meshes and time steps, so that in each subsequent run we halved the mesh size and time step. In Table 1 
